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Recent experiments on the weak decay processes indicate that (1) nonleptonic 
decay seems to be understood by the selection rule 1ムI|=÷inisobaric叩 ace，and 
(2) leptonic decay seems to be understood according to the universal V -A Fermi 
interaction. 
1n th巴 followingproblems， however， there ar巴 somedisagreement between the 
theory and the experiment : 
(a) the electron energy spectrum (Michel parameter p) in the μdecayl)， 
( b) the ratio of π-e decay to πーμdecay2)，
( c) the up-down asymmetry and branching ratio in the A-and :L -decaY3)， 
( d) the difference of K~- and KC -1ifetime4入
( e) the electron (muon) energy spectrum in the Kea (Kμ3) decay5)， 
( f) the branching ratio of 1巴ptonicto nonleptonic in the hyperon decayめ.
Lee and Yang7) have shown recent1y that the p value in μ-decay may be 
explained by a four-fermion intercation taking place over a small space-time 
region rather than at a single point as is assumed in the usual Fermi theory. 
S. Bludman and A. Klein8) have shown that the analysis ofμdecay must include 
consideration of certain other logically distinct possibilities in addition to those 
considered by Lee and Yang. 
Furthermore， A. Sirlin9) have discussed that an effective Hamiltonian is 
derived which reduces to the local V-A interaction in the limit in which the 
'momentum transfer between the two pairs of Fermi partic1es is very small， and 
that for larger values of the momentum transfer corr巴ctiveterms app巴arwhich 
may account phenomenologically for the deviations of p value and the ratio 
R = (π →e+ν)/(π → μ十 ν)from the predictions of the local V-A theory. 
It is possible that all the Fermi-type interactions do not actually occure with 
four spinor fields interacting at pricisely the same space-time point. The approach 
in this paper is to assume the theory in simple and general form. 
Phenomenologically， itmay be to describe these interactions by a “nonlocal 
interaction" with these four spinor fields interacting at different space-time 
points over an extension about 10-13，. 10-14 cm， which is the characteristic length 
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of the weak interaction for large momentum transfer processes e. g.μ-decay， 
1r-decay， and K-decay etc. 
The main purpose of this paper is that at the present stage these experiments 
are analyzed in ful1 general1ity， without restrictions to any dynamical modeI. For 
the reason， without the reference to any particular form of the theory， we write 
down directly the most general form of the matrix element for the decay process 
permissible under the proper Lorentz transformation， assuming the universal V-A 
theoryl0) and the two-component neutrino theory with the lepton conservationll) • 
~2. General formulation 
To make our analysis definite， we first consider the case that the μ-e decay， 
μ一一争e-+ν+11 、 ? ，???
is represented by a “nonlocal Hamiltonian" of the form 
日I=i~ fi ~~ (1ft. (川九は)JF; (x-x') (九(ど)川ν(x')J仇仇(2 ) 
where f/s are Fermi coupling constants，ψ..ψμ，ψνare the electron， muon， 
neutrino field respectively， -1ft=ψ+ r4 is adjoint spinor field， Fi (x -x')'s are the 
invariant form factors characterizing the nonlocal interaction， O;'s are (4 x 4) 
Dirac matrices i. e. 
01 = 1 (scalar)， 







??? (tensor)， ( 3 ) 
(axial vector)， 
(pseudoscalar) ; 
and integrations respect to x and x' are taken over all space-time. 
In eq. (2) the neutrino field satisfies the supplementary condi tion 
r5ψν=ー ψν ( 4 ) 
according to the two component neutrino theory. Because of the condition (4)， in' 
eq. (2) the S一(scalar)，P-(pseudoscalar)， and T-(tensor) couplings do not appear. 
Then index i in eq. (2) sums over only the V-(vector) and A一(axialvector) 
couplings. 
Therefore， in the energy-momentum space， the most general form of the 
transition matrix for the decay (1) is 
M = u (P)九uω 百川 ( 5 ) 
where P， p， q， q refer to the energy-momenta of muon， electron， neutrino， and 
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antineutrino respectively， and u and v r巴present the free-partic1巴 spinors of 
positive and negative energy state. 
According to the Lorentz invariance the most general four-vector rμthat can 
be constructed from the available energy momenta and Dirac matrices is 
Fμ= (go -go'r5) rμ一Cijm)(gl -gピr5)pμ 
一(ijm)(g2 -g2' r5) (rA qA -r} <h) rμ 
(ljm2) (g3-g3' r5) (rA q} -rAQA) PJ1' (6) 
where m is the muon mass. Other invariants， such as qA十 q.l， do not appear 
because they are not linearly independent of qA -q A' according to the energy-
momentum conservation and Dirac equation. 
The g;'s and g/'s in eq. (6) are scalar functions of the following three 
invariants 
Pl = (q→q)2jm2 ~ 2 (q. q)jm2， 
P2 = (p十両)2jm2~ 2 (p. q)jm2， 




constructed from the indepenclent momenta p， q， q consiclerecl. 
Only two of these three invariants in eq. (7) are inclependent， however， since 
from the energy-momentum conservation we have 
lトP1十 P2+ P3 = O. 
、 、 ー ?
?
????
The original two component neutrino theory leacling to p =-%-isゆ taineclby 
omitting th巴 lastthree terms in eq. (6) ancl assuming that go and go' are pure 
constants independent of P;'s. 
There are two kinds of nonlocality. 
( a) The first kind nonlocality (the first term in eq. (6)): The three cases in 
which go and go' are functions of only one of the P;'s correspond to the simple 
nonlocal interaction between fermion pairs， each of which interact at the same 
space-time point. This kind of nonlocality， previously， treated by Lee and Yang， 
originates where the nonlocality is propagated by virtual bosons or fermion pairs 
emitted in local energy-momentum ind巴pend巴ntinteractions. 
( b) The second kind nonlocality (the last three terms in eq. (6)) : These terms 
in eq. (6) appear phenom巴nologicallyas derivative couplings on the electron， neu-
trino， ancl electron ancl neutrino fields respecti vely， This second nonlocali ty， treated 
by Bludman and Klein， can occure where fundamental point (local) interactions are 
energy-momentum inclepenclent， ifvirtually propagating particles include fermions. 
1n this paper we treat the effect of the energy-momentum clepenclence in the. 
coefficients g;'s ancl g( s taking account up to not the lowest order but the higher 
order. 
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Calculations and Results ~3. 
General case 
Our general formula (6) is first approximated by expanding g;'s respect to P;'s 
up to the first order 
(1) 
g， (P1， P2・Pa)=gi(1一ε1P1 -o2 P2 -oa PaJ， 
g;' (P1， P2， Pa) = g;' (1 -O1' P1 -o2' P2 -oa' PaJ， 
( 9 ) 
where the o;'s and o;"s (i = 1，2，3) are small dimensionless parameters measuring 
the nonlocal effect. If cross terms between derivative couplings and also terms 
proportional to the electron mass are neglected， the matrix element (5) gi ves the 
following electron spectrum of momentum P = x (m/2) emitted into a solid angle 
d.Q at an angle () with respect to the polarization axis of the parent negative 
(i = 0， 1， 2， 3). 
muonμ一:
dN (x， () = ， (1/3) x2dx (4π)-ld.Q (ρ1+ρ2) 
自
= ， (1/3) x2dx (4π)-ld.QD L: (ai Fi (x) + c cos () bi Gi (x)J， 
i=O 
(10) 
where we take the normalization ~ ~ dN口 1and then ， isthe lifetime of the μ 
Integrating respect to the electron momentum x from 0 to 1， we have the angular 
distribution function 
6 
dN () = ， (4π)-1 d.QD L: (ai Fi + f cos () bi G包J.
包=0
、 ? ?? ?????? 、
transition 
τ-1 = (2π)-a (m/2)5 (1/6) D L: ai Fi・ (12) 
ロlOmentumx 
















the obtain 可ve()， angle the to And then， integrating 
probability of the negative muon μ一
respect 
In eq. (10)， eq. (11) and eq. (12) various quantities a/s， b/s; Fi (x)'s， Gi (x)'s; F/s 
G;'s etc. are given in the appendix. 
The spirality of the electron depends on the direction () and the 
as followes， 
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P2 = 1 G~ 1 2 (F 0 (x)ー cos8 Go (x)J 
+ Re (G~ Gi*) (F 1 (x)ー cos8G1(X)J 
+ 1 Gi 12(F2(x) +cos8 G2(X)J 
+ Re (G~ G~*) (F 3 (x)一cos8 G3 (x)J 
+ 1 G~ 1 2 (F 4 (x) -cos 8 G4 (x)J 







+ Re (G~ G~*) (-F5 (x) + cos 8 G5 (x)J 
is proportional to the square of the matrix element for the emitt巴d electron 
polarized along it direction of propagation. 
The corresponding quantity ρ1 for the electron polarized antiparallel to i t 
direction of propagation is obtained from P2 by the substitutions 
G~ ， Gi ~ G~ ， G~ 
and (15) 
G~ ， G~ ， cos 8ー →-G~ ， - G~ ， -cos 8， 
then 
ρ1 = 1 G~ 1 2 (F 0 (x) + cos 8 Go (x) J 
+ Re (G~ Gi*) (F 1 (x) + cos 8 G1 (x) J 
+ 1 G~ 1 2 (F 2 (x)一cos8 G2 (x)J 
+ Re (G~ G~*) (F 3 (x) + cos 8 G3 (x) J 
+ 1 G~ 12(F4(x) +cos8 G4(x)J 
+ Re (G~ G~*) (F 5 (x) + cos 8 G5 (x) J 
+ 1 G~ 12 (F6 (x) + cos8 G6 (x)J. 、??????? 、
In the numerator of eq. (13)， quantities 邸内 andO訪/sare obtained by the 
change of a sign of the quantities G's which are attached the subsript 1 in eq. (A6) 
(see eq (A10)J. 
The corresponding formula for the positive muon decay are obtained from the 
above formula by interchanging the subscript 1 and 2 on Gf'2 (i = 1，2，3). This 
changes the sign of the 問ymI;letryand of the angle-integrated spirality. 
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(II) Special Ca回呂 Appropriateapproximations. 
(A) Bludman aod Klein case8) 
In this case， effective coupling constants g;'s and g;"s are treated 乱spure 
const旦nts，and then ε 旦ndεγsare taken to be zero. Therfore we have 
gi (P1， P2， P3) ==' gi， 
g'.i (P1， P2， P3) =g'i' (17) 
Then the distribution function leads to the following 
6 
dN (x， 8) =τ(1/3) x2 dx (4n-)-1 d.QD :L; (a， f， (x) + c cos 8 bi gτ(x)J， (18) 
t=O 
the angular distri bu tion is 
6 
dN (8) =τ(4π)-ld.QD:E (ai fi +ξcos 8 bi giJ， 
and the transition probability is 
where 
8 








If we assume to be go， gイキ 0，and gi = g;' = 0 (i= 1， 2， 3)， we have examples 
discussed by Lee and Yang. 
(旦 whenonly ε1 and Ol' are nonv旦nishingand ε2=εピ=匂 =ε3F二 0， we 
have their case 1 in which (ν， D) and (ん e)interact at different points. 
(b) If only ε2 and ε2' are nonz邑roand "1 =εl' = 6'3 = 0， then case I 
is obtained in which (e， D)and (μ， v) interact at differ巴ntpoints. 
(c) Finally， ifwe t乱ke"3 and e3' to be finite and "1 = "1' = "2二 ε正 0，it 
leads to th芭ircase III in which (e，ν) and (tl， i)interact at diffεrent points. 
For ex且mple，in order to obt丘incase 1， we put 
Go， G~ キ 0 ， and G~ = G~ = G~ = Gi = G~ = G~ 二 0 ，
and go and go' are expanded as follows 
go (P1) = go (1 -"1 P1J， 
go' (Pl) = go' (1ー εピP:tJ.
(22) 
(23) 
Then the distribution function， the angular distribution， and the total transition 
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probability are given by following formulae: 
dN (x， e)=τ(1/3) x2 dx (4π)-1 dQD (Fo (x)ト;cos e Go (x)]， (24) 
dN (e) = τ(4π)-1 dQD [F 0 + ; cos e GoJ， (25) 
and 
，-1 = (2π)-3 (m/2)5 (1/6) DFo・ (26) 
1n these results， eq. (18) 一(20)and eq. (24)一(26)coinside with Bluclman-Kl巴in's
and Lee-Y nag's results respecti vely. We note that from the above formula we can 
derive the electron polarization which was discussecl previously by Hori， Segawa 
and Wakasa.12) 
s4. Discussions of spectrum and asymmetry 
From these results we see that the nonlocal effect leads to the small correction 
with higher momentum clepenclence. If， according to Bluclman ancl Klein， we take 
the stand point of second kind nonlocality， various terms of eq. (6) contribute as 
follows: 
( i) Terms I G~' 2 I 2 ancl cross terms between G~' 2 ancl Gi' 2 or G~' 2 contribute 
linearly in x. 
( ii) Cross terms between G6' 2 ancl Ga' 2 ancl terms I Gi' 2 I 2 ancl I G~' 2 I 2 con t-
ribute quaclrically in x. 
(iii) Terms I G~' 2 I 2 contribute cubically in x. 
The most important to be answ巴reclby th巴 experiments is whether， aside 
from the statistical factor x2 clx d Q， the electron spectrum is linear in x or 
contains higher momentum dependence. None of the present experiments answer 
this question clefinitely. It seems， however， that the electron spectrum is almost 
linear in x within about 1096. Then this shows that in our phenomenological 
description the amount of derivative coupling must be small compared to that of 
nonderivative coupling， and that the nonlocal effect present is also small : 
go， go'~gi ， g;' (i=1， 2， 3)， 
and (27) 
1~ e，:， e/ (i=1，2，3). 
If the electron spectrum turns out to be linear in x， asicle from the statistical 
factor， then the interaction structure is very simplified. In this case the nonloca-
lity cannot be of the type considerecl by Leεancl Yang but must be ascribed to a 
small amount of derivative coupling discussecl by the Bluclman and Klein. In these 
circumstances， the electron spectrum is strictly gi ven by the Michel's single 
parameter form (picking up linear in x) : 
dN (x， e) = T (1/3) x2 clx (4π)-1 dQD [ao fo (x)十 a1h (x) 卜a3fs (x) 





制 (x，{))口 τx2dx (4π)吋 QD(A (l-x) + Bρ(ト-1)
+ f cos {){A' (1 -x) + B'六←-1)})， 
A = 3 (2ao + a1 +2aa)， 
Bρ= 3 (ao + a1)， 
fA' = 2bo -3b1 -2ba， 
fB'ρ， = 3 (bo -b1). 





O(瓦(l-x) + 13 β( 3 x 1ー)ー とcos{) {A' (l -x) + 13'.0'( -3x -1)}J 
，------， (31) 
4 1 '¥ t: _ _ _ Ll r ^ ， / 1 _~ '¥ I Df "，1 / 4 D(A(I-x) +B ρ(Ex-I)-ECOSO{A(1-x)+B'〆(す x-1)}J 
where 
瓦=3 (2ao + a1 + 2aa)， 
13，0 = 3 (ao + a1)， 
(32) 
?A' = 200 -301 -26a， 
?B' 1/ = 3 (60 -01). 
In these expressions constants a's and b's and functions f's and g's are given in 
the appendix. 
(11) Asymmetry 
The present experiment町 givesf""" -1， which suggests I G~ I 2¥¥ I G~ I 2. If 
we define following quantities 
九=Re (GilG~ )， 
we simplify above formala to 
ρ ニ 2(l+れ +712ω) 
3 "、ρ=一 (ο1+ -~- 71 一守712ρ)，4 ，- • 2' ~
甲2 口 Re(G~/G~) ， 
Eニー(l-2可1+ 2可2)，
S口1.
If we make use of the present experimental data 
ρ=0.771)， f = -0.8713) ， 
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可1= 0.53， 可2 ニ 0.47， ( 36) 
and prediction 
ρ'ェ 0.59. (37) 
The ten ta ti ve val ue of 7J leads to a range of nonlocali ty 
ro = I 7J I it/mcと1.0 ><10-13 cm， (38) 
or an interm巴diate(virtual) fermion mass of about 400m G • This value is to be 
compared with the corresponding results by Lee-Yang and Bludman-Klein as 
tabulated in the table. 
Table. The range of nonlocality ancl the mass 











The main conclusion in this paper is that the detailed shape of the electron 
spectrum， asymmetry， and spirality may clistinguish a clifferent kind of interaction 
structure in muon decay. The validity of these interaction forms is determined 
by the direct experimental tests. 1n particul呂r，the importan t result i s that a 
Michel paramet巴rρdifferentfrom 3/4 can be obtained in this phenomenological 
theory. Assuming the basic interactions to be local nonclerivative couplings (as 
Bludman-Klein case)， the result suggests the presence of intermecliate states of 
fermions of hyperonic mass8). 
Similar analysis can be appliecl to the anoth巴rproblems stated in S 1. In 
particular， the decay involving a large momentum transfer such as in K3 decay 
has a characteristic nonlocal eff巴ct. These problems sha11 be treated elsewhere. 
Finally we note that there is a possibility that we make use of the dispersion 
technique in analysis of the interaction structure of decay processes. 
The author would like to express deep gratitucle to prof.T. Tati for his kind 
interest and critisism and Drs. S. Oneda， S. Hori and S. Chiba for their helpful 
discussions. 
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Appendix 
In this appendix， we give the various quantities : 
z-tj:X2dx F$悦
Giニ ;i:X2dxGz∞; 
Fi (x) = {l -1(a;ja;)ρ(x)} fi (x)， 
Gi (X) = {l -1(人/ai)ρ(x)}gi (x) ; 
aiρ(x) = ai1ρ1 (x) -1-ぴi2ρ2Cx)→ai3ρ:3(X)， 
んρ(x)ニム1ρ1(X)+si2ρ2Cx)十 si3ρ3 (x); 
(iニ 0，1，・.，6) (Al) 
(i=0， 1，…，6) (A2) 
(i = 0， 1，υ ，6) (A3) 
ρ1 (x) = 1 -rl x， ρ2 (x) = 1 -r'2 x， ρ:3 (x)ニ 1-r3 x， (A4) 
where rl， r2， r3 are independent of x; 
-D = 1 G~ 1 '2E~l 十 1 '2 E~l' 
-Dc s 01= 1 Gt 1 2 E~l - 1 G~ 1 2 E~l ， 
and anotherα，J， are similar expresions ; 
EL=E5+Et G; E;j = gi勺-1-g/ 15/， 
E71z E?J十土 GrE乙二 giOj-g/e/
Daoさ D= ( I G~ I 2 -1I G~ I 2)， 
Dal =Rε(GlGF十 G3Gi*〉，
Da2 = ( I Gi I 2十 IGi 1 2)， 
Daa = -Re (G~ Gず-GiGf)，
Da4，ニ(I G~ I 2十 1G~ 1 2)， 
Da5二 Rε(GlGl*GiG31
Da6 = ( 1 G~ I 2 -11 G~ I 2)， 
Dcbo主主 Dc= ( 1G~ I 2 - 1 G~ 1 2)， 
D5b1zRE(GIGi*Gi GfL 
Dc bz = -( 1Gi 1 2 -1 Gi 1 2)， 
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Dr bs=-Re (G1Gi*+G3G2*)， 
D( b4 = ( 1 G~ 1 2 -1 G~ 1 2)， 
DEb5=Re (G;G;* 十 GgG~キ)，
D( b6 = ( 1G~ 1 2 -1 Gi 1 2); 
fo (x) = 3 -2x， go (x) = 1 -2 x， 
h (x) = x， gl (x) = x， 
f2 (x) =-4-x2， g2(x)=Z M， 
fa (x) = 6 (1 -x)， ga (x) = 2 (1 -x)， 
f4 (x) = (3 -x) (1 -x)， g4 (x) = (l + x) (1 -x)， 
f5 (x) =x (1 -x)， g5 (x) = X (l -x)， 
f6 (x) =20(5 -4x) x2 ; g6 (x) =20(3 -4 x) x2 ; 
G~ = go + go'， G~ = go -go'， 
G~ = gl + g/， Gi=g1-g1'， 
G2=gz+g2'， G~ = g2 -g2'， 
G~ = ga -1ga'; Gi=gs-ga'; 
Oao = o = (-1 G~ 1 2 + 1 G~ 1 2)， 
bS1=RE (-GIGi*+G3Gi*)， 
Oa2 = (-1 G~ 12+1 G~12) ， 
baa =Re (GIG2*+G3G2*)， 
Oa4 = (-1 G~ 1 2 -11 G~ 1 2)， 
ba5=-Re (G;GI*+GtG3*)， 
Oa6 = (一 1G~ 1 2 -11 Gi 1 2)， 
bEboE bE z ー (1G~ 1 2 + 1 Gg 1 2)， 
bE61=-Re (G1Gfs+G3Gi*)， 






bと04=一(1 G~ 1 2十 1G~ 12)， 
b拍 5= Re (一 GIGl*+G3G3*)，
bと66=ー(1 G~ 1 2 + 1 G~ 1 2) ; 
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3".1 ，1 .1 
ρ 日 τ(1+ 2 71 十 h+(Eh'h')可o一(4.71i -71D)， 
c=一(1-2711+2可2+ (711' -2710) 710 + (711 -2712) (可1- 712))， 
3 ~. ， 1 . 1 . :l 
d = 4 (1+ 2 71-712一(271' +ザ)可0+(わ1-712) (す可1-712))，
S=(1-2小1- 712)2 川 +2可山 2甲山0)，
(A11) 
τ1 = (2π門 m/2)5(開 61G引 2(1 +ト1十万2十小l'一甲山山0); 
可。=1 GVG~ 1， 
九 =Re(Gfs/G3〉，
可071/= Re{ (GVG~) (G~*/G~)} ， 
可2 口 Re(G~*/G~) ， 
可0712'= Re {(G~/G~) (G~ * /G~)}・
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